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APARTHEID AND LABOR UNIONS 
If there is one thing that characterizes the daily behavior of the apartheid regime in Pretoria, it is its relentlessly repressive nature: 

It bans writers and journalists, books, magazines, and television cameras; it bans news items, record albums and plays; it bans 
persons, events and organizations. It harrases and drives individuals into exile. It shoots demonstrators and kills prisoners. Apartheid 
Pretoria asphyxiates babies. 

And yet trade unions-which would appear to be prime candidates for repression at the hands of the apartheid regime-seem to 
proliferate under apartheid. The names of South African unions form a veritable alphabet soup: COSATU, FOSATU, CUSA, 
MACWUSA, and MAWU, to name only afew. 

Why is this? Why has Pretoria not cracked down harder on unions? Why, in 1979, did Pretoria 'liberalize' its labor 'laws ' ? 
Conversely, why have the scores of South African unions not brought the political economy of apartheid-which is industrialized and 
therefore very vulnerable to strikes and other similar action-to a standstill? 

This ISSUE BRIEF seeks some answers to these questions by exploring, in two essays, the role of South African unions as an anti
apartheidforce and the involvement of American unions in South Africa's industrial relations system . It begins with an interview with 
Dennis Akumu, the long serving head of the Organization of African Trade Union Unity , (OATUU), which could be described as the 
African continent's equivalent of the AFL-CIO. D 

" We have told American 
unions that in the struggle 
for the elimination of 
a~artheid you cannot di
vide the liberation and the 
trade union movements; 
they must work hand in 
hand. " Dennis Akumu 

Please describe what the Organization of African Trade 
Union Unity is. 
AKUMU: Our organization was founded in 1973 in Addis 
Ababa; it was founded by the trade union movement 
itself but with the assistance of the OAU. It has 64 
affiliates today from all the independent African states, as 
well as from the liberation movements of South Africa 
and Namibia. South African Congress of Trade Unions 
(SACTU) and the Namibian National Union of Workers 
are members. That is our organization. The aims were 
mainly three: to unite and harmonize trade union legisla
tion to defend the trade union right in independent 
Africa; to support the struggle for the economic libera
tion of Africa; to give dignity to the African workers 
abroad and in Africa. For this we have organized workers 
in France, Britain, and elsewhere outside the continent to 
join in the struggle for the liberation of African people 
both in Africa and abroad. As you know we already have 
a very strong position in Brazil, another place where we 
are concerned about the situation of workers of African 
descent. 
How would you describe the relation of this organization 
with the established American trade union organizations? 
AKUMU: We have a relationship with the AFL-CIO. We 
have what you can call a working relationship. It is not a 
cordial relationship, let me tell you why. We have some 

serious disagreements. First is their policy on southern 
Africa. We insist that anybody that claims to support 
Africa and the struggle against apartheid must recognize 
the liberation movement. Yet the American trade unions 
refuse to recognize these movements. We have told them . 
that in the struggle for the elimination of apartheid you 
cannot divide the liberation and the trade union move
ment; they must work hand in hand. Unfortunately thee,, 
American trade unions say they do not believe this; in 
fact they have gone into South Africa and have tried 
unsuccessfully to organize trade unions against the liber
ation movement. This is a very cardinal thing. The AFL
CIO has and continues to support Jonas Savimbi and 
UNIT A in Angola. This is serious-destablizing an inde
pendent African government that is a member of the 
OAU. The trade unions, members of our organization, 
have taken a very strong exception to this. We also have 
some disagreements on economic issues, the economic 
approach to Africa's raw materials and so on. We also 
have a little bit of misunderstanding: some American 
labor representatives in Africa have tried to subvert 
African trade unions, subordinate them, recruit some of 
them into the CIA as agents. So we've had some serious 
problems with this, and there is serious debate now going 
on in Africa. 
Have there been documented instances of these efforts by 
American trade unions to oppose liberation movements in 
South Africa for example? 
AKUMU: Yes. There have been a number of documents 
that have been published. Some have been published in 
Africa by the liberation movements themselves and the 
article by Steve Askin on the trade union liberation 
movement is typical. 
Have these American unions ever explained why they are 
so opposed to these liberation movements? 



AKUMU: Well, the American trade unions say that the 
ANC has too many radical leftists and maybe some 
communists within it. They also claim that Americans 
prefer a peaceful struggle to armed struggle and it itches 
their conscience that these liberation movements are 
committed to armed struggle. So we ask them, "What are 
you doing in Nicaragua? What are you doing in Afghani
stan?'.' • 
How supportive have African governments been of the 
independent African trade union organizations? 

. AKUMU: Well, we have some problems; there have been 
cases where trade union leaders have been arrested 
arbitrarily and others where unions have been dissolved. 
We've had to intervene: just recently we got two trade 
unionists released in Mauritania. However the situation 
is improving. There is now general acceptance. We now 
have officials who say, "Yes, we accept trade unions." 
Only two or three countries are exceptions: Equatorial 
Guinea is one. The problem is that having been accepted, 
we now face operational hurdles. But I am reasonably 
happy. Thirty-three African governments now use the 
check-off system so that unions have money from 
source-from salaries-and unions can budget and plan 
projects and hire people. On the whole if you are asking if 
the situation is ideal, no it isn't; but if you say, "Have 
you seen improvement?" I say yes. 
Mr. Akumu, how does the OATUU assist workers in South 
Africa? 
AKUMU: Well first we have modestly set up a fund in 
Dar-es-Salaam known as the OATUU Liberation Fund. 
It is being operated on our behalf by the National Union 
11f Tanzania Workers. It is not much-the money is 

1. 'etween $12,000 and. $15,000. These funds are used to 
~ . JSist the Workers when they have conflicts; it has helped 

people. It has supported activities inside South Africa. 
Second, we have arranged direct contact between the 

trade unions inside and some genuine friends, genuine 
supporters.' We are apprehensive because we do not want 
outside entities to go inside South Africa and tell the 
trade unions that they are not part ~f the lib~ration 
movement. We believe that the trade union movement 
inside South Africa-FOSATU, CUSA, SAA WU, CO
SATU, a.nd others are all parts of the liberation move
ment. We have arranged for a number of these outside 
bodies t? support the liberation movement and to support 
the trade unions · inside South Africa. Recently, we 
helped organize a training course for seven South African 
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labor leaders in Kabwe, Zambia. 
Third; we have set up the Southern African Treaty 

Incordinating Committee on South Africa. This is mainly 
to coordinate the activites of the trade union movement 
in the frontline states to support their governments in the 
efforts to move toward economic self-reliance and move 
away from dependency on South .Africa. 

But we are also getting those unions that have the 
means to support the South African workers inside. Not 
only by educating their membership, but· by assisting 
South African unions materially: they need equipment to 
disseminate adopted policies-cyclostyling machines, 
vehicles, stationery supplies, and so on. 

At the international level we have set-up things like the 
Maritime Action Against Apartheid which is monitoring 
and facilitating the oil boycott; we are going to discuss 
this in Geneva. We have used the ILO international trade 
union platform to internationalize the struggle in terms of 
boycotts. We are going to push this harder this year. 
As an experienced union leader, how do you characterize 
the argument mainly by conservatives that the people who 
are calling for sanctions against South Africa do not care 
about African workers who will lose their jobs in South 
Africa? 
AKUMU: That argument is used by people without 
principles to rationalize acquiring blood money. Thou
sands of South Africans have already paid with their 
lives. They are dying, they do not accept that argument, 
except a few puppets like Buthelezi. Black South Afri
cans are near unanimous decision on sanctions against 
South Africa in order to end apartheid. All are for 
sanctions right back to the late Chief Albert Luthuli. 
Friends of apartheid will always use this argument; but it 
is an insult. It's an insult to Africa to allege that fifty 
African heads of state and government do not care 
enough about South Africa and pass a pro-sanctions 
resolution. 
Mr. Akumu what can you ask American workers to do 
right now to assist their black colleagues in South Africa? 

· AKUMU: My view is that at the national level the AFL
CIO is collaborating with Reagan. I am appealing to the 
American worker-more so to the Black American work
er who constitutes 32 percent of the union membership in 
this country-that it is in his interest. That he should 
form his own local committees to demonstrate against 
South Africa. Now today I have for instance a letter from 
23 locals in Atlanta and Louisiana that are forming a 
committee of 'action against apartheid. "Disregard the 
AFL-CIO," this is my appeal to the American worker. I 
also want to say this to the American people: the African 
people have a high regard for America and want to 
continue to have a good working relationship; Africans 
want to be genuinely independent and don't w<1nt to be 
involved in the cold war ideological fight. However 
Africans are also aware that the economy of this country 
was built by labor of African descent. If there is any 
country that should respect the African people and 
should join the struggle for the liberation of South Africa 
it is America, since its economy was built with African 
labor. D 



BLACK UNIONS UNDER APARTHEID: SUPPRESSION AND DEFIANT CHALLENGE 

"There can be no normal unionism in an abnormal society." 
-South African Allied Workers Union, SAA WU 

" In the absence of fundamental human rights and civil liberties, a genuinely free and independent trade union movement cannot develop ." 
-The International Labor Organization, ILO 

At first glance, the Republic of South Africa may· appear to be a labor heaven: First, there are myriads of unions. For 
instance, where the U .S. has one key federation of organized labor, (the AFL-CIO) South Africa has at least seven 
federations: Azanian Congress of Trade Unions, AZACTU; Congress of South African Trade Unions, COSATU; 
Council of Unions of South Africa, CUSA; Federation of South African Trade Unions, FOSATU; South African 
Confederation of Labour, SACOL; South African Congress of Trade Unions, SACTU; and Trade Union Council of 
South Africa, TUCSA. 

Second, the organized labor movement has been growing phenomenally in South Africa despite the severe and 
prolonged recession in the South African economy and despite the declining membership of organized labor in other 
industrialized countries. Thus new South African unions are forming constantly; thousands of workers reportedly are 
communicating their desire to form unions; and union organizers are overworked and undermaned. The greatest rate of 
increase is in largely black unions, as shown by Tables I and II below. 

Table I 
Racial Proportions Within Organized South African Labor (percentage) 

White ' 
Coloured and Asian 
Black 

1981 

45 
29 
26 

Table II 

1982 

40 
28 
32 

Changes in the Composition of Registered South African Trade Unions 

1972 1978 1979 1980 1981 

Racially exclusive unions 
White 88 83 79 80 77 
Asian and Coloured 48 50 49 54 51 
African 12 23 

Mixed unions 
White, Coloured and Asian 42 41 39 40 36 
Coloured, Asian and African 7 
All population groups 2 6 

Total No. of Registered Unions 178 174 167 188 200 

1983 

34 
23 
43 

1982 

-
72 
46 
26 

16 
10 
30 

199 

Source: South African Institute of Race Relations: Survey of Race Relations in 
South Africa, 1983, p.177. 

s 
'\ ,. 

For ease of comprehension, these numerous South African unions are usually grouped on the basis of three criteria: 
racial segregation-whether or not blacks are allowed to join as fully integrated and equal members; affiliation to a 
federation; and registration with, and hence recognition by, the apartheid authorities. On this basis, some of the key 
groups of unions in South Africa include the following: 
• The federated unions (seven federations have already been listed; together they contain about 80 individual unions). 
• The unaffiliated unions which include both registered and unregistered unions and have varying racial composition 
(about 175 unions). 
• The parallel unions, these are special, racially segregated unions of black workers . They are regarded as subordinate 
affiliates and branches of white unions. 

However, if this large number of and rapid growth in black unions are taken to indicate strong black labor influence 
within the apartheid political economy, nothing could be more wrong. The apartheid regime brutally represses and 
exploits all non-whites in general and black workers in particular. There are two broad modes by which Pretoria 
represses and exploits black labor: first, through general repressive apartheid 'laws'; and second, through overlapping 
labor legislation that is designed to suppress, divide, weaken, and control black unions. 



--
The web of repressive 'laws' that is the essence of grand apartheid is designed to repress all non-whites . Naturally, 

they affect black workers profoundly ensuring and demonstrating that normal trade unionism is impossible in apartheid 
South Africa. 

The repression effected (and the legislation that underlie each) include: 
• Racial classification of all South Africans and the reservation of all meaningful power for whites only (the Population 
Registration Act of 1950). 
• Reservation of 87 percent of the land for whites, 13 percent for blacks, and the division of the black portions into tens 
of scattered pieces in order to weaken the black majority (the Native Lands Acts of 1913 and 1936, and the Promotion of 
Self Government Act of 1950). 
• Segregated living (the Group Areas Act). 
• Inferior education for blacks (the Bantu Education Act). 
• Influx control i.e. the controlled use and discarding of cheap black labor (the Black Areas Consolidations Act, and the 
1978 Riekert Commission). 
• Brutal repression of any opposition or criticism of apartheid (the Internal Security Act). 
• Prohibition of all unapproved gatherings of black workers (the Riotous Assemblies Act of 1956). 

The stiffiing impact of these general 'laws' on black unions is made clearer when one realizes two things: One, that de
spite its offensive racial superiority manifestations, apartheid is driven largely by greed-the desire of whites to 
expropriate the enormous wealth of South Africa solely for itself. And two, the fact which the designers, operators, and 
beneficiaries of apartheid find uncomfortable: that black labor is needed to extract and exploit this wealth before it can 
be enjoyed. 

Uillike the first , the second group of 'laws' by which apartheid oppresses black workers is specifically targeted at 
black unions. For convenience the labor legislation environment may be discussed as before and after the 1979 Wiehahn 
Commission Report and the legislation that resulted from it. 

Prior to 1979, the apartheid regime's attitude toward black workers and unions included the following assertions (each 
is followed by the 'laws' that expressed it). 
• "Black workers are not \employees' " (the Industrial Conciliation Acts of 1924, 1956). 
• "Work places must be segregated" (the Factories, Machinery and Building Works Act, 1941 , and the Black Building 
Workers Act, 1951). 
• "Jobs reservation: blacks are barred from holding certain jobs" (the Mine and Works Act of 1911 and the Industrial 
Conciliation Act). 
• "Black unions cannot register and therefore legally do not exist" (the Industrial Conciliation Act). 
9 "Black workers can be represented, if at all, by committees that include management" (the Black Labor Relations 
t.egulations Act, 1953, 1973, 1977). 

"Any grouping of black workers can raise funds only with the government's approval" (the Fund Raising Act of 
111978). 
• " Strikes by black workers are illegal in virtually every instance" (the Black Labour Relations Regulations Act of 
1953,1973,1977). 
It needs reemphasizing that these labor-specific legislation operate in addition to the grand apartheid legislation cited 
earlier. 

Apologists-inadvertent and otherwise-for apartheid have a favorite argument: the regime is reforming the system 
peacefully, should be given more time and should not be pressured in an unsavory manner. On the organized black labor 
question, their claim takes the following form: Pretoria has liberalized the 'laws' that govern black trade unions and this 
liberalization resulted largely from the Reagan administration policy of "constructive engagement." 

An examination of the evidence proves very easily that both the general and specific claims of reform are false . As nu
merous activists, analysts , and journalists have pointed out ad nauseum, the so-called reforms in apartheid are facile 
play on words for cosmetic effect and image improvement in Western capitals . The " changes" have been designed by 
Pretoria to buy time whilst leaving the key features of apartheid-segregation of the races and the reservation of virtually 
all power, land, and wealth for whites-intact. On the black labor question, it can be easily shown that the key 'reform' 
cited by the apologists-the 1979 decision to allow black unions to register with the apartheid authorities after meeting 
specified conditions-is nothing of the sort; that this 1979 change preceded, and could not have resulted from, Reagan 
and his accommodationist ''constructive engagement'' policy. 

The changes that the pro-apartheid forces pass off as reform in South African industrial relations occurred in the late 
1970s. These changes emanated from the following events: On 21 June 1977, the South African government set up a 
commission to investigate and report on labor legislation. Membership of the commission was drawn from universities, 
employers, government officials and registered unions. It was headed by Professor Nie Wiehahn and subsequently 
became known as the Wiehahn Commission. The commission submitted serial reports, with the first two coming in May 
1979 and June 1980. After each report Pretoria issued a government "White Paper" rejecting, modifying, or accepting 
each recommendation. In 1979, following the first Wiehahn Commission Report and its subsequent White Paper, 
Pretoria wrote a new labor 'law' , the Industrial Conciliation Amendment Act of 1979, based oe those Wiehahn 
recommendations that it found expedient to accept. 





AMERICAN UNIONS AGAINST APARTHEID: CONTROVERSY AND PROMISE 

The history of U.S. trade union involvement with labor 
issues in apartheid South Africa is long and full of 
controversy. Many African nationalists, particularly 
those fighting apartheid first hand, have raised serious 
questions about the source, manner, and purpose of 
American trade union assistance to black South African 
workers. These questions have remained even as the 
American labor movement, from the AFL-CIO to diverse 
locals across the country, have moved with increasing 
vigor over the past two years to demand the elimination 
of apartheid. 

Black workers in South Africa won the dubious right to 
register their unions within the apartheid South African 
legal framework in 1979. Prior to that time, black unions 
were not recognized by the South African authorities. 
The apartheid state quite correctly recognized that orga
nized groups of black workers threaten the maintenance 
of white domination and the whole structure of apartheid. 

Corporations operating in South Africa opposed black 
unionism because it signaled a challenge to the oppres
sive working .· conditions and -exorbitant profits which 
underpinned apartheid. However, ·black workers perse
vered, eventually forcing the white authorities to acco
modate some of their demands. 

American trade unions have. played an important role 
in this struggle of .black South African workers to fohn 
legally recognized unions. In addition to providing much 
needed funding and technical assistance, the U.S. trade 
union movement in general has helped to publicize the 
plight of black workers in South Africa. The considerable 
cloth of the U.S. trade union movement has served, even 
if only to a limited degree, as a useful counterweight to 
ther power of American corporations with interests in 
South Africa. 

But the involvement of American trade unions, partic
ularly the AFL-CIO, with black South African workers 
has also generated considerable criticisms from various 
quarters, including the liberation movements and anti
apartheid activists in the U.S. 

One of the criticisms made against the American 
unions is that the assistance which they give to the South 
Africans comes principally from funds made available by 
the U.S. government. Since no U.S. administration has 
done much more than pay lip service to the cause of 
black liberation in South Africa and particularly since the 
present administration has pursued a policy of active and 
close collaboration with apartheid, any official American 
funds are regarded as suspect. This · criticism is but
tressed by the fact that the American labor establishment 
has traditionally supported U.S. foreign policy, not with
standing differences it may have on domestic policy with 
a particular administration. Many crit1cs contend that the 
funds are provided more to create a base against a 
perceived communist threat than to advance the struggle 
against apartheid which South African activists see as the 
prime threat to the well being of all but a few South 
Africans. 

Another criticism often levelled against the e:ff orts of 

American unions is that the assistance they provide to 
various individual unions in South Africa is handled in 
such a manner that it becomes divisive and encourages 
dependency. 

The American unions, particularly the AFL-CIO
whose African-American Labor Center, (AALC), last 
year budgeted .about $875,000 for its South African 
work-reply that it is up to recipient South African 
unions to decide who to tell about the foreign aid they 
receive. It is clear though that the current repressive 
conditions : in South Africa provide fertile grounds for 
sowing qistrust among fundftmentally weak and young 
unions. 

The expressed pr~ferenc~ of labor units like the AALC 
.for sending American unfonists and other technical ex
perts to "train" South Africans generates the charge of 
"trade union imperialists. ' Many critiCs believe that this 
policy would produce weak unions dependent on exter
nal entities. 

The criticisms outlined above are sustained by the 
sometimes confused pronouncements and behavior of 
the American labor leadership. Many in the American 
labor establishment still retain the logically bankrupt 
position that some American investments in South Africa 
could contribute to positive change in apartheid. The 
much discredited Sullivan Principles are often cited as 
the yardstick by which the behavior of American compa
nies in South Africa should be measured. In addition, the 
American labor movement like the American govern
ment, continues an irrational pariah-like treatment of the 
banned South African liberation movements and their 
affiliates operating from locations through out in southern 
Africa. Indeed, it seems as if American labor wishes a 
clean separation between the groups it supports and the 
underground liberation movements. Hence, AALC Ex
ecutive Director Patrick O'Farrell, refers to the exiled 
leadership of the South African Congress of Trade 
Unions (SACTU) as the "bomb throwers." Were it not 
such a naive notion, it could be said that some in the 
American labor establishment see the struggle of South 
African workers as separate and distinct from the strug
gle against apartheid. 

Events over the last two years do create grounds for an 
optimistic contemplation of the role American unions will 
play in South Africa in coming months. Many national 
unions and diverse locals have adopted clearer and more 
realistic positions in South Africa. The AFL-CIO for one 
appears less leery . of assodating with non-labor, anti
apartheid forces. Affiliates of. the AFL-CIO in major 
cities across the U.S. have been vital to the sustenance of 
the Free South Africa Movement. The United Mine 
Workers Union (UMW) has moved vigorously to educate 
its membership and the American public about the nature 
of apartheid and its disastrous impact on American 
society and jobs. The UMW has been particularly helpful 
to the cause of South African miners who bear the worst 
burdens in an exceptionally horrible system. o 



Far from what the apartheid propagandists and apologists claim, the motivation behind both Wiehahn and the 1979 
Industrial Act was not reform and liberalization but rather more control. Interestingly, both the Commission and 
Pretoria officials have been quite candid about the three main considerations that forced them to act. The first was 
damage control: it was an attempt to stem the 1973 through 1976 tide of black labor unrest, in particular the Durban 
strikes of 1973 , 1974. The second concern was about the immediate future: to sabotage, coopt, and/or control the 
organized black labor movement without banning it since, as the Wiehahn Commission itself admitted, a banning '' . . . 
would certainly add fuel to the flames of radicalism of those who wish to overthrow the [apartheid] system." The final 
consideration is the continuing motivation of Pretoria in all its international dealings: to beautify apartheid without 
changing it and thus make the job of its apologists easier. 

The key changes in labor legislation that the Wiehahn Report recommended and Pretoria's reaction-expressed in 
both the White Paper and the 1979 Amendment Act-to each are now described. 
1. Freedom of association for workers: Pretoria rejected this for migrant labor (from the homelands) and for foreign 
workers. 
2. Establishment of a National Manpower Commission to recommend labor policy: blacks-the majority of both the 
entire labor force and of organized workers-are severely underrepresented. 
3. Establishment of an Industrial Court system to handle labor disputes: the Pretoria government appoints all the 
officials; no outside input, particularly from black unions is included. 
4. Establishment of Industrial Councils as the form for collective bargaining: blacks and their representatives can be and 
are vetoed out. 
5. Conditional registration of black unions: Wiehahn recommended that black unions should be allowed to register and 
unions should not be segregated. Pretoria insisted that unions be segregated as a condition for being registered. Other 
conditions for registration were that a union must submit a constitution that contained specified elements and 
provisions; must have operated at least for three months; must convince the Registrar that it can 'function effectively'; 
and must convince the Registrar that it eschews politics which is defined as " . . . influening public opinion to support or 
oppose any ... [political] group." 
6. Provisional registration: Pretoria requires that for a new union to be allowed to operate, it must register provisionally. 
The conditions that it must meet in order to be provisionally registered are any requiremen.t that the minister of labor 
chooses to impose. 
7. Strikes: The Wiehahn Commission failed to address this important issue. However, the government did. The 1979 
Amendment Act defined black workers as "employees" for the first time. Apparently this meant that black workers 
cannot strike legally (a) during the six to thirty-six months that industrial council agreements last; (b) during the first year 
of a wage determination; (c) in "essential services" (local government, organizations that provide light, water, heat, ' 
sanitation, public transportation and fire protection); or (d) when a request for a government body to solve a dispute has " 
been filed. The cumulative effect of these restrictions on strikes is that in South Africa virtually all the thousands of 
strikes and workstoppages by black workers (see Table III) are defined as "illegal." In the single instance when the ' 
apartheid regime declared a black strike 'legal', it nevertheless arrested and penalized the workers-under the 
provisions of the Riotous Assemblies Act of 1956-because their gathering together did not have prior government 
approval. 

It is clear that despite the claims of reform, the labor environment in South Africa particularly as it applies to black 
unions remains extremely prohibited, constrained as it is by the following restrictions: 
• strikes are circumscribed: 
•meetings and pickets are outlawed; 
• unionists are detained, killed in detention, subjected to treason trials and charges, and banned from meeting, speaking, 
or writing; 
• industrial councils are free to exclude blacks; 
•parallel unions (segregated black unions controlled and represented by non-blacks) are favored by both the 
government and employees; 
•freedom of association is denied migrant and foreign workers; and 
• political stance by unions is regarded as illegal or even treasonous. 

Two logical questions now present themselves: How have black workers and unions behaved in this suffocating labor 
environment in South Africa? How have they reacted to apartheid's repression and exploitation of black labor? 

Black workers in South Africa historically have battled apartheid in two ways: first, by fighting on industrial issues 
with the aim of improving working conditions and workers welfare, and second by working politically toward the 
overthrow of the apartheid system itself. 

Three main instruments-organizing, strikes/stay aways, and court action-have been employed by black workers in 
fighting apartheid industrially. Far too many observers have mischaracterized the 1979 conditional union registration as 
allowing blacks to form unions . The truth is that black workers in South Africa have long formed unions consistently and 
steadfastly. Equally as steadfast, the apartheid regime has refused to recognize the existence of such black unions even 
while it was harassing and repressing them and banning their leaders. (In 1979, Pretoria merely decided it was in 
apartheid's interest to offer conditional registration to some black unions in order to divide and defuse the organized 



black labor movement.) 
That black unions existed in South Africa long before 1979 is beyond dispute. In the mid 1920's, the Industrial and 

Commercial Workers Union had an estimated membership of 100,000. By 1945, 119 black unions with a combined 
membership of 158,000 had come together to form the Council of Non-European Trade Unions. In 1955 , after a white
dominated TU CSA expelled ail Africans, SACTU, the South African Congress of Trade Unions-to date the most 
militant of all unions under apartheid-was formed. 

Nor did the formation of black unions cease prior to 1979. In April 1979, 12 affiliates representing 45,000 workers 
joined to form the Federation of South African Trade Unions (FOSATU) . Finally , a few short months ago the Congress 
of South Africa Trade Unions (COSATU), was launched in Durban on 1December1985. With an estimated membership 
of over 500,000, COSATU is by far the largest labor federation in South Africa and has been dubbed South Africa's 
"super union. " Because of the long and varied discussion that led to COSATU's birth, because of its size and potential 
power, and because of the reaction it has engendered among various groups, the super-union bears special watching. A 
highly significant and important reaction is that of Chief Mangosuthu G. Buthelezi, the Chief Minister of the K wazulu 
homeland under apartheid. Chief Buthelezi is ·a controversial figure. His foreign admirers-who range from The 
Washington Post to the Heritage Foundation-and local supporters see him as a staunch anti-apartheid leader who is a 
peaceful moderate (in contrast to the ANC and other organizations which are perceived as "violent radicals," 
"revolutionaries," "communists," and "terrorists"). Buthelezi's critics, on the other hand, see him as an unprincipled, 
power-hungry traitor and Uncle Tom who participates in apartheid by administering a bantustan and who is prepared to 
make a pact with the devil in order to acquire national power in South Africa. Buthelezi is no less harsh against his oppo
nents. While careful to exclude Nelson Mandela-the revered and most popular leader in South Africa, even though he 
is into the third decade of a life sentence opposing apartheid-Buthelezi has been scathing on the ANC, the UDF and 
significantly, COSATU hours after it was outdoored. Nor has he stopped at verbal attacks. Several South African 
newspapers reported at the beginning of 1986 that Chief Buthelezi is about to form his own "super-union" on May 1 in 
order to counteract the influence of COSATU. Other sources have speculated or implied that other organizations-both 
American and South Af;ican-have joined Chief Buthelezi's Inkatha group in organizing his super-union. Furthermore, 
it has been alleged that another part of a wider plan is to write a biography of Chief Buthelezi. The objective will be to 
counteract the success of Winnie Mandela's Part of My Soul Went With Him. Allegedly, the plan calls for assistance 
from groups and individuals in the United States in the writing of the Buthelezi biography. This Buthelezi factor has 
several implications, some of the most important being whether Inkatha will indeed launch a super-union on May 1, who 
the patrons of such a union will be, and whether its sole objective will be to oppose and fight COSATU at every turn. 

The South African government's view that virtually all strikes are illegal has not stopped black unions from embarking 
•on strikes to back their demands-industrial and political. As Table III below shows, since 1973 thousands of strikes 
have occurred in South Africa. 

Table III 
Strikes and Work Stoppages In South Africa, 1973-84 

Year 

1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 

Number of strikes 
and stoppages 

370 
384 
274 
245 
90 

106 
101 
207 
342 
394 
336 
310 

n.a. = not available. 

Number of workers 
involved 

98,378 
59,244 
23,323 
28,013 
15,471 
14,160 
22,803 
61,785 
92,842 

141,571 
64,469 

I. 110,000 

Source: Report of the National Manpower Commission 1983. 

Number of working 
days lost 

229,281 
98,583 
18,709 
59,861 
15,304 
10,558 
67,099 

174,614 
226,550 
365,337 
124,596 

n.a. 

Table_ III is from official South African sources. It is significant to note that the International Labor Organization, 
ILO, thmks that such official South African figures report only about 50 percent of all industrial strikes and completely 
exclude strikes in support of political and popular demands. 

One recent strike is particularly noteworthy. In November 1984, various organizations undertook the mammoth Vaal 
Stayaway, which involved an estimated l million participants. The harsh Pretoria crackdown-troops were deployed; 
1~5 ~ersons were killed; 1,093 others were detained, including 50 unionists; and 6,000 workers were summarily 
d1sm1ssed from one plant-coincided with President Reagan's reelection and in the opinion of many observers 



contributed to the formation of the Free South Africa Movement in the U.S., and to the September 1985 imposition of 
weak American economic sanctions against the apartheid Republic. 

Black unions in South Africa have frequently taken employers and the government to court as ~rt. of the strategy of 
improving workers welfare. Interestingly, one union, the Metal and Allied Workers Union (MA WU) employs this option 
more than any other. In 1983 MA WU went to court against Transvaal Alloys, a subsidiary of the West German firm, 
Nord-Deutsche Affinerie. MA WU was also involved in a court dispute with the Dunlop Rubber Company. In 1985 
MA WU again went to court against Hart Limited. · 

The question of political acts by umons is very alive in apartheid South Africa. Individual unions and federations 
debate if that should be their number one priority. Pretoria prohibits it, defines it as treason, and cracks down hard after 
judging that such political acts by hon-white unions have occurred. 

Nevertheless, this has not stopped black unions from seeking to dismantle apartheid. The evidence is copious. From 
the day it was established in 1955, SACTU '' ... regarded itself as an integral part of the broader movement for national 
liberation." It therefore adopted a militant stance. Pretoria harassed it and banned its leaders. Since the early 1960s 
SACTU has been reduced to operating abroad, and underground in South Africa. SA WU is another militant union that 
insists on political acts. As a matter of standing policy, it refuses to deal with any apartheid entity. The November 1984 
work stoppage in the Transvaal described above was clearly a political act aimed at forcing fundamental changes in 
apartheid. Finally COSATU, the new "super union" has elected to indulge in politics. On the day it was launched, it is
sued an ultimatum, giving '' . . . Botha six months to get rid of passes.'' Subsequently COSATU' s general secretary met 
with the African National Congress, ANC, and SACTU in Zimbabwe and informed them that it would wage political 
fights but would not hold industrial issues subordinate to political objectives. 

While the foregoing are encouraging examples of black unions attacking apartheid, it is clear they have not exerted the 
maximum pressure that they could bring to bear on the apartheid political economy. 

Several reasons account for this. First, the black union movement in South Africa is still emerging. It is affected by the 
same negative factors that have resulted in the declining fortunes of unionism globally. Second, black unions are kept 
extremely busy defending themselves against general apartheid repression and specific union busting. Third is the high 
cost of sustained political activity by unions under apartheid as explained by the fate of SACTU. This clearly has had 
some chilling effect. Finally, given that they represent millions of workers spread over diverse industries and geographic 
areas, black unions have several issues over which they disagree. 

These areas of disagreement range from the profoundly fundamental and long-standing to the specific and relatively 
transient. For convenience these issues are summarized here as questions:. 
1. Militancy: What should the overriding priority of a black union be, the elimination of apartheid or the improvement of 
working conditions? 
2. Multi-racialism: Should unions be largely vehicles for empowerment of blacks? 
3. Registration: Should black unions register and hence meet the distasteful and extensive conditions required by the 
apartheid regime? 
4. Unity: How much compromising in principles should be accepted as the price for the clearly needed unity of all black 
unions? 
5. Minimum Wages: In an economy in deep recession should black unions drop their insistence on minimum wages? 
6. Unemployment: What should unions do about members who subsequently become unemployed. 
7. Negotiations: Should a union insist on negotiating industry-wide agreements or should it give its branches the freedom 
to negotiate separately at the plant level? 

Different organizations of black workers in South Africa have chosen to take differing stands on these issues. Some 
bfack unions are extremely militant, openly announcing political aims, pursuing political policies, and refusing to 

. kowtow to the apartheid system. Others have decided to be less 'political': to protect the interests of their workers by 
registering with the apartheid authorities primarily to gain legal standing in negotiations on industrial issues. A third 
position is taken by some federations of unions. The position of COSATU and other such federations is to contain 
individual members with opposing positions on any of the seven issues enumerated above. Some apartheid sympathizers 
have therefore hoped that unity within organized labor in South Africa as expressed by COSATU, for example, will be 
short lived as a result of profound disagreement by individual unions on some of the more fundamental issues. There is 
little question that the wish is the father to such thoughts of the pro-apartheid forces. Nevertheless, coalitions of anti
apartheid unions would do well to handle any disagreements ,carefully: They should refrain from suppressing dissent; at 
the same time, they must prevent differences of opinion from dividing and weakening them. 

What then is the prognosis of black unions' fight against apartheid? The foregoing tour d' horizon appears to indicate 
that a nation-wide, unified, political attack on apartheid's political economy by black unions is not in the offing soon. 
(This is because though growing rapidly, black unions have been kept harried by the severe attacks mounted by the 
apartheid regime.) Rather, what appears more likely is a series of many localized industrial action by black unions. 
Nevertheless, even such low profile, "non-political," challenges will constitute important blows against apartheid. 
Apartheid will either be debilitated by such attacks or become more repressive. Heightened, reactionary, repression 
against black unions will in tum show its international apologists-if they need showing-that apartheid is incapable of 
being reformed and is doomed. D 
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